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C
olorado’s first Family Justice Center for domestic violence
victims, the Rose Andom Center, opened in Denver on
June 29, 2016.1 Popularized across the nation during the

1980s and 1990s, Family Justice Centers co-locate criminal justice,
civil justice, and community organizations in a single, centralized
location.2 By housing the offices and staff from these myriad organ-
izations, known as partner agencies, Family Justice Centers seek to
provide more services to domestic violence victims3 and to facilitate
collaboration among the partner agencies to improve their services.4

Perhaps most important, by following a “victim-centered model,”
Family Justice Centers provide services that retain victim autonomy
while addressing domestic violence.5

The Rose Andom Center follows the Family Justice Center
model and currently houses 19 partner agencies6 that provide serv-
ices in three categories: (1) law enforcement by systems-based actors,
including the Denver District Attorney’s Office, Denver Police
Department, and Denver City Attorney’s Office; (2) civil legal sup-
port, such as protection order and family court assistance; and (3)
advocacy and resource-based support, such as counseling, access to
shelters, and public benefits assistance. In its first eight months of
operation, the Rose Andom Center received over 1,100 adult visits
and 340 child visits.7 By co-locating these partner agencies and facil-
itating their collaborative approach to serving domestic violence vic-
tims, the Rose Andom Center is changing the legal landscape for
Denver’s women, men, and children facing domestic violence. 

A Fractured Landscape 
Before the Rose Andom Center opened its doors, a multitude of

robust community and systems-based domestic violence agencies
ex isted—quite literally—all over the greater Denver area. But their
physical separation and resulting isolation from each other pre-
sented numerous challenges, both for domestic violence victims and
the agencies that served them.

For victims, the separation of agencies meant there was no cen-
tral figure to help them discern what services to seek. Information
about the obvious and immediately necessary service providers,
such as police and shelters, is available online, but that information
can be difficult to find and understand. And some necessary serv-
ices are not as obvious to victims at the outset, such as the need to
procure food, transportation, and counseling once separated from
the abuser.

One recent Rose Andom Center client’s experience illustrates
how markedly difficult seeking domestic violence services can be
when services are not co-located. “Amanda” was being stalked and
harassed by her ex-husband, so a friend recommended she file for a
protection order. Amanda describes searching online for informa-
tion about obtaining a protection order as “totally confusing and
convoluted.” Despite being a professional woman in her late 20s
with two undergraduate degrees, she felt lost. She explains, “I was
finding a lot of legal lingo and I didn’t understand what it meant or
where I was supposed to go and what I was supposed to bring.”

Many people facing domestic violence have not achieved
Amanda’s education level,8 and some do not share her command of
the English language.9 Moreover, Amanda was fortunate to have a
friend’s help. Domestic violence is often characterized by an abuser’s
control over the victim10 and forced isolation from family and
friends,11 and many victims do not have access to the Internet, suf-
ficient finances, or even the family car. When taking into considera-
tion that victims who seek to leave an abuser are in crisis,12 these are
significant barriers to identifying the type of services victims need
and the organizations that provide those services.

Prior to the Rose Andom Center’s opening, even when a victim
managed to identify which agencies and services to seek, accessing
them could be a logistical nightmare. Many organizations were
located in different neighborhoods or suburbs, causing victims to
zigzag the greater metro area multiple times in a dizzying series of
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appointments, walk-ins, and long waits. Victims would have to
retell their story at each visit, enhancing their traumatic experi-
ences. Most agencies were open only during business hours, so the
endeavor might be impossible for anyone without a flexible work
schedule or an understanding employer.13 And some agencies did
not allow children, adding childcare to the lengthy repertoire of
details to figure out. 

When victims accessed a service, it was for just one piece of the
puzzle. They could participate in a police interview, but would not
receive shelter or counseling at that time. Or they could apply for
food assistance, but not apply for a protection order or file for
divorce at the same location. As a result, it could take days or weeks
to obtain the resources and support necessary to escape domestic
violence. 

This taxing process of obtaining help overwhelmed many vic-
tims.14 Moreover, this disjointed system undoubtedly frustrated
some victims’ attempts to leave their abuser. On average, victims
return to abusive relationships seven times before leaving perma-
nently,15 in part due to a lack of information about available re -
sources16 and the absence of an advocate supporting their deci-
sions.17 One young woman who experienced domestic violence in
2009 and subsequently spent weeks trying to coordinate law en -
forcement, housing, and medical assistance, all while maintaining a
full-time job, grew so frustrated that she simply gave up. 

The distance between service providers presented problems for
the organizations addressing domestic violence as well. Beyond
physical distance, organizations were often marked by ideological
disparities. Typically, systems-based actors, mainly prosecutors and
law enforcement, advocated for and enforced policies designed to
re move and prosecute abusers, such as mandatory arrest and no-
drop prosecution.18 These policies frequently do not align with the
missions of certain community and advocacy groups, who focus on
providing resources and advocacy for domestic violence victims and
may be skeptical of or opposed to state intervention.19

As a result, existing physical barriers deepened into conceptual
rifts. Typically, systems-based actors and community organizations
had little meaningful contact and lacked opportunities to develop

knowledge about their counterparts and trust for their processes.
According to Allison Rocker, Denver District Attorney in the
Domestic Violence Division, although the agencies were aware of
and sometimes referred clients to the other service providers, these
re lationships were not deeply networked. Nancy Olson, Project
Safeguard’s Executive Director, adds that organizations were reluc-
tant to refer clients to other agencies because they could not predict
what the outcome of that referral would be for a client or how it
might affect the referring organization’s work. This lack of trust re -
inforced separation among the agencies and between victims and
the system at large. 

The Rose Andom Center Changes the Landscape 
The Rose Andom Center is one of over 80 Family Justice Cen-

ters nationwide.20 It is the brainchild of Denver Mayor Michael
Hancock, who lost his sister to domestic violence in 2002,21 and
self-made McDonald’s franchisor Rose Andom, a domestic vio-
lence survivor.22 Inspired by a visit to San Diego’s flagship Family
Justice Center, Mayor Hancock, Andom, and their team of key
fundraisers set out to create a similar nonprofit organization and
center in Denver. Andom donated $1 million to kick off the capital
campaign that converted an old Denver Public School building
into the titular three-story edifice that now boasts several thousand
feet of office and meeting space for the 19 partner agencies, a com-
puter lab, and a full kitchen. The Rose Andom Center receives and
relies on funding from a variety of sources, including grants and
donations from individuals and foundations. 

There is now one place in Denver where domestic violence vic-
tims and their families can address many of their varied needs.
From the beginning of the process, seeking resources for domestic
violence and related problems is easier. Instead of expending valu-
able time and resources discerning which services to pursue, any-
one seeking services can simply walk through the Rose Andom
Center’s front door.

There, the intake staff—several cheerful young women who
seem to always be smiling—collect information and make initial
recommendations as to which partner agencies might be a good fit
for the individual. After intake, clients are escorted upstairs and
shown to the sprawling living room and kitchen, where staff and
volunteers offer them tea, coffee, and snacks. They can wait on a
plush couch next to a fireplace or play with their kids in the chil-
dren’s playroom, which is crammed with books and toys. Natural
light pours through the large windows and reflects off of shiny
kitchen appliances. Two opaque, key-card secured doors bookend
the room and remind visitors that they are safe there. 

Meetings with partner agency staff take place in interview
rooms decorated like a home den with placid nature photographs
adorning the walls. Through windows, clients can watch their chil-
dren in the adjacent playroom while they talk to agency staff about
their options for the resources provided by partner agencies. 

Staying true to the goal of promoting victim autonomy, the ulti-
mate decision about which agencies to meet with is always made
by the individual seeking services. And it is the Rose Andom Cen-
ter’s policy that no client ever has to report abuse to law enforce-
ment. Clients who choose to report can meet with detectives or dis-
trict attorneys in interview rooms on the other side of the floor—a
floorplan deliberately designed to avoid implicit pressure to report
and to protect the confidentiality of those who do not wish to
engage with law enforcement. These interview rooms are also cozy
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and welcoming. As Rocker explains, gone are the glass and steel
interview rooms of old that doubled as suspect interview rooms—
stark reminders to victims of the repercussions their partners would
face. Instead, victims tell their stories sitting on couches and sur-
rounded by sanguine yellow walls.

In addition to fostering security and efficient access to resources
for the clients, the space facilitates collaboration among the partner
agencies. In shared workspaces or in the single breakroom, agency
staff can discuss case scenarios, point out potential problems, and
share the policies and best practices of their organizations. Though
they previously knew what services other organizations provided,
systems actors and community advocates are learning how their
counterparts address the various implications of domestic violence.
This burgeoning understanding facilitates referrals and collabora-
tion. Partner agency staff report that they are better at identifying
the services other organizations can provide to clients and then
helping clients meet those agencies in real time. They are willing
to make these referrals, Olson explains, because they have begun
to build trust with each other. And, says Olson, this directly bene-
fits individuals who use the Rose Andom Center because “people
trust the process more when the people in the process trust each
other.” As a result, individuals facing domestic violence are able to
make more informed choices about how they want to address
domestic violence in their lives.23 Because it is easier to access vari-
ous domestic violence-related services and because those service
providers are collaborating and improving their approach to vic-
tims’ needs, the legal landscape is becoming more seamless for
domestic violence victims.

New Challenges Emerge
Of course, co-locating several distinct partner agencies in one

location is not without its challenges. Partner agencies identified
two particular challenges that emerged from coalescing agencies in
the Family Justice Center model.

The first is a continuation of the old: systems-based actors and
community or advocacy actors still have different, and sometimes
conflicting, goals. For some, working in close proximity highlights
this discrepancy. Overcoming it requires building trust, which in
turn requires deliberate and time-intensive overtures. Turnover
frustrates the process, and key players may find themselves start-
ing practically from scratch each time a staff member leaves. 

However, while working in the Rose Andom Center may high-
light certain differences, it also forces partner agencies to figure out
how to work through them. In that process, a consistent theme
emerges: each agency has the same end-goal to secure the safety of
every man, woman, and child who walks through the door. Dis-
agreements, then, ultimately serve to remind the partner agencies
that the joint mission is paramount. 

The second challenge is a consequence of collaboration: how to
share information without running afoul of confidentiality and
mandatory reporting laws. When a victim meets with a partner
agency representative, the victim becomes the client of that agency,
and confidentiality requirements rule. In addition, certain partner
agency staff members are required by law to report known
instances of domestic violence or child abuse to law enforcement.
The prospect of sharing information across agencies becomes com-
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plicated when, for example, a client is interested in speaking with
police but first wants to know how his or her own legal issues may
be implicated, or a client wonders how applying for certain social
services could affect an existing child support order. 

According to Project Safeguard’s Legal Advocate Leanna
Stoufer, this challenge can be overcome with increased awareness
and creativity. Partner agency staff members employ the “hypo-
thetical,” a communication tool that allows staff to inquire about a
client’s situation with another partner agency without revealing
sensitive information. For example, staff members will ask Rocker
what testifying will be like for a victim under particular circum-
stances or speak with a counselor to determine whether certain
childhood behaviors are typical of trauma. This creative flow of
communication facilitates relationship-building among the part-
ner agencies which, in turn, allows Rose Andom Center clients to
access a wider range of information.

Looking Ahead
By providing easier access to domestic violence services and fos-

tering collaboration among those service providers, the Rose
Andom Center promotes greater efficiency and cooperation while
addressing domestic violence. Victims are therefore able to make
more autonomous and informed choices about their response to
domestic violence in their lives. This signifies an evolving legal
landscape for domestic violence victims. Thanks to the Rose
Andom Center, what was once a fractured and difficult process is
shaping into a community-based response that is easier to navigate
and better equipped to address the myriad needs of domestic vio-
lence victims.

__________________________
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